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ABSTRACT 

The ecommerce market in China is both the larg-
est online market in the world and the one with the 
greatest number of low quality or counterfeit product 
offerings.  Using case studies to develop testable hypo-
theses, as proposed by Eisenhardt and Graebner, we 
examine three very successful online companies in 
China and their very different paths to success.  Our 
findings suggest that offering promises, assurances, 
and guarantees to consumers is not sufficient, because 
it is relatively easy for low quality sellers to offer 
counterfeit promises along with counterfeit products. 
We do find that promises backed up reputational capi-
tal can be sufficient to generate necessary online trust, 
and that actions must be taken to maintain quality in 
order to maintain trust.  We understand the limitations 
of the work: since the same dataset cannot be used 
both to generate hypotheses and to test them we view 
this work as theory generation and not theory testing. 

1. Introduction:  
China is the largest ecommerce market in the 

world and the fastest growing [3] Commerce in China 
has unique challenges, both online and off, because 
China has the highest incidence of product counterfeit-
ing in the world and also has the highest reported 
number of hazardous, even lethal product tamperings 
and food contaminations. These problems are occurring 
in China at a time of high online usage and therefore at 
a time of highly informed consumers.  These problems 
are visible because those consumers who would nor-
mally order online are precisely those who are most 
informed of the hazards of products in the Chinese 
market and thus most aware of the problems associated 
with products that are purchased sight-unseen. 

We address the following research question: 
What factors have contributed to online trust in the 
most successful ecommerce companies in China and 
how have these factors contributed to online growth?  
To answer this question we study the initial launches of 
three highly successful online retailers.  We do not 
suggest that these concerns are unique to China, and in 
this paper we are unable to ascertain the extent to 
which these concerns are unique to the Chinese market.  

Our research methodology employs a small sam-

ple of intensive, semantically rich case studies.  In the 
manner of Eisenhardt and Graebner [24], we use these 
case studies to develop a theory of trust development in 
the Chinese ecommerce marketplace.   

We have two principal findings.  First is that 
promises and assurances that products are genuine and 
of high quality, and promises and guarantees that de-
fective products will be replaced, are necessary, but 
they are not sufficient.  One would expect these prom-
ises, assurances, and guarantees to be offered by any 
website offering quality products.  These build trust 
because they are binding commitments when given by 
high quality firms who would lose a great deal by 
publicly breaking these commitments.  But empty 
promises are cheap and easy to provide, and can easily 
be offered by fly-by-night vendors, who are in the 
market briefly to make high profits selling fake goods, 
and ready to exit as soon as they are caught.  Sellers of 
counterfeit goods will back the goods up with counter-
feit promises. The second finding is that reputational 
capital is necessary to back up promises:  reputational 
capital (1) ensures that the seller has more to gain by 
collecting the annuity value associated with its high 
quality operations over time, (2) assures buyers that 
this is true, and (3) assures buyers that the seller will 
stand by its promises rather than jeopardize this annui-
ty value. (4) In the absence of reputation for the seller, 
reputational capital can be provided by a trusted third 
party guarantor.  Ideally, this trust would be provided 
by national legal systems, but all too often legal re-
course is not the ideal way to proceed against an inter-
net seller who has committed a small fraud against you.  
Reputational capital provides the mechanism whereby 
promises become binding on high quality firms.   

We do not use these case studies to test our find-
ings, since they were used to develop the findings.  
This work seeks to further the development of a theory 
of consumer confidence in China. We conclude with 
suggestions testing this theory.  Likewise, we are aware 
of no prior work that quantifies differences between 
China and other markets; we address this in our topics 
for future research as well. 

2. Literature Review:  
2.1 Information Asymmetry 
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The impact of information asymmetry on markets 
has received considerable attention in the information 
economics and information-based strategy communi-
ties since Akerlof, Spence, and Stiglitz shared the 
Nobel Prize in Economics. When sellers have an in-
formation advantage over buyers, buyers’ behavior can 
lead to collapse of the entire market [1]. The influence 
of information asymmetry on different markets has 
been studied extensively, for example, on insurance 
market equilibrium [8, 59], and on corporate gover-
nance [36, 39, 72].  

Signaling can mitigate information asymmetry, 
when the high-quality party with private information 
reveals his type by providing signals that would be 
costly for low quality parties to provide [70]. Signals 
need not directly address product quality; sometimes 
the mere fact that efforts were made to provide this 
signal can indicate high quality, as in some advertise-
ment and pricing signals [54]. Signals can be misused, 
especially when sending a false signal has little cost to 
the sender. The party with private information often 
finds it advantageous to attempt to provide untruthful 
information about their types, misleading the other 
party [25].  “Cheap talk” [4, 26, 54] has been shown to 
influence outcomes. 

Screening is used to mitigate information asym-
metry, where the party at an information disadvantage 
attempts to induce the counterparty to reveal its type 
honestly.  Screening involves offering a set of alterna-
tives from which the counterparty can choose; if this 
set has been properly designed, then parties of superior 
types will make choices that identify them as superior.  
For example, insurance contracts can be designed so 
that (superior) low-risk individuals will select one 
policy, generally with a higher deductible. In contrast, 
(inferior) high-risk individuals will select an alternative 
with lower deductibles.  Unlike signaling, where the 
party with more information attempts to communicate 
credibly about itself, in screening the party at an infor-
mation disadvantage designs the mechanism to induce 
honest communication by the other.  As with signaling, 
screening mechanisms need to be carefully designed to 
limit masquerading, whereby inferior types take actions 
intended to portray themselves as more attractive than 
they truly are. Kirmani and Rao [44] provide a com-
prehensive taxonomy of product quality signals.  

2.2 Information Asymmetry for Ecommerce 
Addressing information asymmetry may be even 

more critical when markets and commerce move online, 
given the anonymity of parties, the ease of masquerad-
ing, and the difficultly of actually inspecting products 
before purchase.  Firstly, customers cannot physically 
examine products before purchase, giving rise to op-
portunistic behavior in forms of counterfeit or defective 
products, or just products that are not precisely the 
same as promised.  Since the identity of both customers 
and the store itself may not be known, receiving pay-

ment, receiving quality merchandise, and the ability to 
obtain a satisfactory outcome if problems occur, are all 
uncertain.  Difficulty in identifying and authenticating 
vendors on the Internet [57] makes it easy for a vendor 
to profit by cheating, then to exit, reenter under a dif-
ferent name, and continue fraudulent activities [28,40]. 
These problems reduce customers’ willingness to 
purchase online, reduce the price paid for merchandise 
sold online [10], and impede the continuing growth of 
the online market. 

Customers’ trust is important for ecommerce both 
in the initial set up stage [63] and longer-term stable 
development [41]. Different factors attribute to trust in 
ecommerce during different stages of customers’ on-
line shopping behavior [13]. Lohse and Spiller [51] 
argue that the prior existence of a trusted physical store 
serves as a strong signal. The mechanisms used to 
reduce information asymmetry in traditional markets 
are applied in ecommerce. From an economics pers-
pective, feedback mechanisms can serve as a signal and 
can contribute to trust in the vendor, therefore generat-
ing price premiums [5]; a trusted third party’s evalua-
tion of vendors can serve as a signal and facilitate 
transactions [14]; vendor guarantees can provide a 
signal and boost the trust of ecommerce consumers, 
even in the absence of known reputation of the sellers 
and their products [62].  A number of additional papers 
specifically address the role of trust in ecommerce (e.g., 
[16, 27, 30, 32, 56, 59, 61]) 

None of the actions suggested above has been 
completely satisfactory in the US or Chinese settings. 
Rating systems can be abused by pumping ratings up 
through artificial means, harvesting the value of the 
ratings through fraudulent behavior, and then rapidly 
exiting the market [15, 40, 45].  Often the same fraudu-
lent vendor will enter repeatedly, using different names, 
after each round of harvesting [28].  Finally, third party 
systems to prevent this, like buySAFE, are not yet 
available in China.    

2.3 Reputational Capital  
“Reputation” is “the extent to which buyers be-

lieve a selling organization is honest and concerned 
about its customers” [19]. High product quality and 
financial soundness both contribute to corporate repu-
tation [38, 69]. In commerce, and in ecommerce specif-
ically, reputational capital serves as a self-regulation 
mechanism, for firms with good reputation find it 
uneconomical to jeopardize the price premium pro-
vided by their reputation by engaging in opportunistic 
behavior [12] ,leading to increased consumer confi-
dence [29].  Altough not relevant to our work, branding 
alliances and website quality can be used to enhance 
initial trust [52]. 

2.4 Differences Between China and other 
Ecommerce Markets   
We believe that Chinese consumers experience a 
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greater degree of counterfeit products, perhaps the 
greatest incidence of counterfeit products in the world 
today.  Moreover, Chinese consumers experience the 
highest degree of dangerous or toxic products, includ-
ing melamine in milk products, candies, and baby 
formulas, Clenbuterol in pork and pork products, so-
dium borate in pork; and 6-benzyladenine in bean 
sprouts.   China is also the world leader in the produc-
tion of counterfeit products.  Although Chinese con-
sumers may look at the same factors when assessing 
risk as online shoppers in other markets, they may 
experience lower willingness to pay than online shop-
pers in other markets in the presence of the same risk 
factors. 

While shoppers everywhere must contend with the 
fact that sellers know more about whether products are 
fresh, safe, and genuine than their customers, the risks 
to Chinese shoppers are higher.  There is a considera-
ble body of theory that suggests that information 
asymmetry can be reduced by signaling mechanisms 
[68, 76], by risk-shifting mechanisms like promises and 
warranties [9], and by reputational capital [42].  

Several papers have studied e-Commerce in China 
and have identified the factors that have increased 
trust; most find the same factors that increase trust in 
the United States [31, 48, 49].  Some studies discuss 
the severity of trust issues in China, and ways in which 
factors differ in importance in creating trust in e-
Commerce in China compared to other markets [22, 
32, 38, 53, 60, 65, 75]; we are aware of no other studies 
that attempt to identify the necessary and sufficient 
conditions to create a level of trust adequate to allow 
the creation of a successful e-Commerce site in China. 

2.5 Methodology   
This paper uses a small number of semantically 

rich case studies to explore a theory of trust develop-
ment in ecommerce in China. The general validity and 
challenges of this method are explained by Eisenhardt 
and Dyer [20,23]. The application of case study me-
thodology in Management Information System is 
explored by Galliards and Land, Lee, and Yin [30, 46, 
73].  In particular, Lee [46] defends this method as 
scientific and as appropriate for MIS research, given 
that the hypothesis derived from cases are logically 
consistent, offer better predictions than those not 
grounded in field experience, and are falsifiable. We 
believe that theory-building is appropriate for this 
research, given the lack of previous literature specifi-
cally dedicated to mechanisms for creating trust in 
Chinese ecommerce and the unique problems of con-
sumer confidence in Chinese ecommerce and com-
merce more generally.  These theories can form the 
basis for subsequent studies of trust development in 
online Chinese markets. 

We conducted several rounds of interviews with 
three important online shopping sites in China, Taobao, 
360buy, YiHaoDian (The Store), in order to assess how 

three very different businesses dealt with the problems 
of information asymmetry and lack of trust among 
Chinese online shoppers. These companies were cho-
sen because of their size and growth potential, and 
because of their very different business models and 
very different histories. The discussions with each 
company involved multiple visits with several different 
individuals, and consisted of in-depth and unstructured 
interviews that explored (1) how the companies were 
launched, (2) initial problems with consumer confi-
dence, (3) mechanisms for the development and streng-
thening of consumer confidence, and (4) recent exten-
sions of corporate activities designed to benefit from 
the growth of consumer confidence. These discussions 
helped us understand how each company addressed the 
problems of building, preserving, and profiting from 
consumer confidence.  

3. Quality Concerns and Challenges for 
Ecommerce in China 
Ecommerce in China is especially important, giv-

en China’s massive population and large number of 
Internet users. According to China Internet and Net-
work Information center, the number of Chinese Inter-
net users reached 457 million by the end of year 2010 
and the number of online shoppers grew at 48.6% 
annually, making China the largest online market in the 
world.ii 

At the same time, ecommerce in China faces con-
cerns like unsatisfactory product quality and the persis-
tence of counterfeit products, posing challenges to 
gaining customers’ trust. A recent survey shows that 
37.4% of online shoppers list product quality issue and 
counterfeit product as their major concerns for online 
shopping, while another 19.0% list ensuring timely 
delivery as a concern.iii Compared with customers of 
traditional physical stores, ecommerce customers are 
more informed about quality issues, because of their 
quick access to quality incidents reports through the 
Internet channel.  Problems with quality incidents 
influences consumers’ behavior, and therefore also 
influences vendors’ strategies. American ecommerce 
companies began operations in an environment in 
which commerce was viewed more favorably.  

4. Hypotheses:  
Our preliminary observations suggest the follow-

ing hypotheses: 
Hypothesis 1:  Online reputation matters when it 

is credible.  Consumers prefer to shop from websites 
that are associated with successful online or offline 
merchants with well-known public reputations, from 
websites that have served them well in the past, or from 
websites that are recommended by their friends.  Web-
sites with which they have little credible information 
experience a greater trust penalty. 
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Hypothesis 2A:  Sellers’ promises alone are of lit-
tle incremental value without something to create trust 
in the promise.  Prior reputation can create trust.  A 
promise from Carrefour or Wal-Mart is credible be-
cause they have reputations that they do not want to 
damage; they are likely to back up their promises.  A 
promise from CheapStuffQuik.com or from CheapS-
tuffQuik.com.cn may not be credible and may not 
reduce the trust penalty.  If the merchant is reliable 
then the promise will of course be honored, but if the 
merchant is unreliable then the promise may be unreli-
able as well. 

Hypothesis 2B:  Sellers’ promises alone are of lit-
tle incremental value without something to create trust 
in the promise.  Sellers’ promises are far more convinc-
ing if they are backed up by a third party with the 
power and authority to force sellers to honor their 
promises.  This can be payment mechanism (such as 
MasterCard, Visa, American Express, or PayPal), a 
third party bond from an insurance company, issued by 
buySAFE [14], or an escrow account administered by a 
reliable third party. 

Hypothesis 3: Ecommerce businesses need to 
continue to provide convincing signals, principally 
through honoring their online assurances and promises 
in order to preserve reputational capital.  This preserves 
assures consumers that the businesses still believe that 
the annuity value of their reputational capital exceeds 
the rewards from short-term opportunistic harvesting.  

Hypothesis 4:  It is expected that as the Chinese 
ecommerce market evolves, additional profitable op-
portunities will arise from extending into the sale of 
trusted private label offerings, much as we now ob-
serve in Trader Joes and Whole Foods in the United 
States. 

Our first and second hypotheses are informed by I 
Research’s “China Online Shopping Market Survey 
Report” in 2009, which suggests that leveraging the 
seller’s reputation is primary method for creating trust 
in online markets. The problem in China is that most 
online sellers are small vendors that do not have repu-
tations, compounded by the fact that sellers with bad 
reputations can easily exit the market and reenter under 
new names with a clean start, without the penalties 
caused by their previous poor reputations.  Our three 
case studies suggest mechanisms that have been used 
to create and preserve sellers’ reputations. 

5. 360buy: Jump-Starting Online 
 Reputational Capital From 
 Successful Offline Beginnings 

Perhaps the fastest way to develop reputational 
capital as a large online retailer is to begin with even 
more reputational capital painstakingly earned as an 
even larger offline retailer.  360buy offers an example 
of jumpstarting online reputational capital via a prior 

offline history. 360buy also has carefully maintained 
its reputation, and has begun the introduction of private 
label products such as gourmet rice.  And yet, despite 
its online successes, it immediately lost the bulk of its 
market share as soon as it made the transition to online 
operations; while this loss of share had many contribut-
ing causes, 360buy senior management attributes it in 
part to the immediate lack of credibility suffered by all 
new online vendors in China.  

360buy began in June 1998 in Beijing as an of-
fline electronics products distributor. As an offline 
vendor it carefully managed its sourcing channels to 
ensure that it sold only genuine, new, and high quality 
products. By 2001, the physical store predecessor of 
360buy was the national leader in the sale of its prod-
ucts. Selling quality products, and having a reputation 
for having done so in its physical stores, contributed to 
the creation of customer trust. 

360buy.com was relaunched in 2004 as an online 
B2C retailer.  In 2003 customers’ fear of shopping, 
created by SARS, almost destroyed a large number of 
physical retailers, which threatened the survival of 
360buy’s offline business. 360buy management de-
cided that online retailing held more promise than 
continuing its current, traditional operations. In 2004, it 
shut down its offline business, closed all of its physical 
locations, and became a pure online retailer.  The 
transition was painful, because of trust issues consum-
ers were less likely to make expensive purchases online, 
even from a vendor with a reputation, and 360buy 
immediately lost three fourths of its sales volume. 

And yet, clearly the decision to move online was 
correct.  Since its initial move online, 360buy has 
enjoyed annual growth rates in excess of 200%. It 
currently has a 33.9% share of all of China’s online 
B2C retailing, with 20 million registered users, 
150,000 orders per day, and 35 million daily views.  

360buy had severe trust issues at its online launch 
since it started by selling branded electronics products, 
which are far more expensive, and at least in China 
might potentially have problems with counterfeiting, or 
with some vendors selling defective and lower quality 
offerings.  

We can trace the development of trust at 360buy 
to the following: 
1. 360buy enjoyed an initial reputation as a trusted 

seller, which it inherited from its larger offline an-
tecedent, but which was limited largely to a loyal 
following it inherited from the prior offline retail-
ing operations. 

2. 360buy earned a gradual accumulation of trust and 
additional customers, largely resulting from confi-
dence created by the high quality of its products 
and its service, as spread by word of mouth. 

3. 360buy provides guarantees, assurances, and 
promises. 360buy guarantees that all of its prod-
ucts are genuine. It promises customers that if they 
receive a counterfeit product, they will receive a 
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payment that is 10 times their initial purchase price. 
4. 360buy also takes actions to protect its reputation. 

360buy holds its product inventory, allowing it to 
inspect products and to enforce its strict standards 
on the quality of the products it sells. It has spent 
significant amounts of money on advertising, to 
promote consumer awareness of its guarantees, as-
surances, promises, and quality service, and to 
help consumers understand the importance it plac-
es on its reputation.  Management understands that 
protecting their reputation is essential to providing 
credibility to their promises. 
The management team at 360buy is quite explicit. 

They will continue to take actions designed to maintain 
trust, and will continue to avoid actions that harvest it 
for short-term gain. “We are trying hard to maintain 
our reputation as it provides us a long term stream of 
benefit. We won’t do anything improper that would risk 
losing it,” said Mr. Xu, director of strategy research at 
360buy.  

Currently, 360buy is planning to introduce its own 
private label (store brand) products, initially focusing 
on gourmet rices and organic foods. These products are 
normally higher margin than the products in 360buy’s 
core portfolio, since  360buy is directly involved in the 
production of and supply chain for these products, 
bypassing some of the intermediaries normally asso-
ciated with them.. 

In summary, we found that their reputational capi-
tal is an essential element of 360buy’s successful cam-
paign to develop and increase their online trust. Their 
offline origins created their initial reservoir of trust, 
without which promises, assurances, and guarantees 
may be seen as little more than cheap talk. They con-
tinued to invest in their reputation, thus providing 
support for credibility of their promises, assurances, 
and guarantees, and thus allowing their business to 
grow.  The findings from 360buy contributed to the 
development of all of our hypotheses and are consistent 
with all of our hypotheses. 

6. Taobao: Make Reputation Matter to 
Individual Vendors 
Taobao was established in May of 2003 by the 

Alibaba Group. Initially, Taobao faced fierce competi-
tion from eBay, and Taobao invested several million 
RMB in TV advertisements during this period of com-
petition for recognition and share. Despites its large 
expenditures on advertisement and other costs asso-
ciated with its launch, unlike eBay, Taobao did not 
initially charge its users a percentage fee for transac-
tions.  This strategy represented a significant unreco-
vered investment, which signaled that Taobao expected 
and indeed needed to stay in the market for a long time, 
in order to recover its initial losses. These measures, 
combined with the reputational capital provided by 
Alibaba’s established reputation, initially proved effec-

tive in creating Taobao’s own reputation and in devel-
oping a large and loyal customers base.  However, 
much as eBay experienced serious problems with 
sellers not acting in eBay’s best interests [9, 13, 25, 37], 
Taobao began to experience problems with opportunis-
tic behavior from its sellers.   

After 8 years of rapid development, Taobao now 
has 5 million registered sellers, 200 million buyers and 
daily views in excess of 70 million. In 2010, Taobao 
achieved 40 billion RMB in sales (60.7 billion USD), 
accounting for 71% of total ecommerce market shareiv 
and 95.5% of the C2C market v . Taobao has been 
launching new platforms to extend its business from 
C2C to B2C and other markets. Taobao introduced 
Taobao Mall platform in Apr. 2008 to the domestic 
B2C market, AliExpress in Apr. 2010 to the interna-
tional B2C market, and Juhuasuan (“Best Bargain”) in 
Sep. 2010 to the Groupon market.  In 2010, Alibaba 
Group’s market value was $2.7 billion, ranking first 
among all Chinese IT companies. 

Clearly Alibaba had two challenges when launch-
ing TaoBao: (1) How to use Alibaba’s reputation and 
brand value to protect the value of Taobao.  eBay lost 
almost 75% of its value between October ’08 and ’09 
and is still down by about 25%, and Alibaba clearly did 
not want Taobao damaged. (2) How to prevent Taobao 
from developing the sort of problems that would dam-
age not only its own reputation but Alibaba’s as well. 

Taobao’s business model is to serve as a “Market 
Place,” or as a platform for vendors and buyers to 
actively engage in transactions. This model has an 
intrinsic advantage — it is dynamic and evolves natu-
rally, organically, and quickly. Taobao does not need 
an overall strategy for extensions into new products or 
new product categories, nor does it need to fund in-
vestments in all these areas; opportunistic vendors of 
all sizes will spot what they think are opportunities, 
will make investments in products, and will offer them 
for sale to consumers, and it is these vendors who do 
the research, hold the inventory, and accept the asso-
ciated risks. This model also has a fundamental prob-
lem: Taobao does not take physical possession of 
sellers’ inventory and cannot assure quality.  In some 
instances, vendors may sell inferior products, counter-
feit products, obsolete inventory, or spoiled inventory. 

Taobao employed a series of measures to protect 
its reputational capital and prevent the collapse of its 
market. The first three of these are designed explicitly 
to make sellers behave in a way that is consistent with 
preserving Taobao’s reputation; sellers now behave in 
a way the preserves Taobao’s reputational capital.  The 
remaining five use Taobao’s reputation to increase 
consumer confidence in the marketplace:  

(1) The Customer Protection Project (CPP) lets 
sellers voluntarily reveal their quality, by choosing 
which guarantees and promises to offer consumers:  
Promises involve unconditional returns and refunds, 
penalties for selling counterfeits, and on-time delivery.  
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These promises are credible because they are backed 
up by cash the sellers have deposited in escrow with 
Taobao, to be used in case of customer complaint.  

(2) Taobao imposed higher costs on sellers for 
cheating.  When vendors could cheat and easily reenter 
the market at small cost, then some opportunistic beha-
vior was probably inevitable. Taobao now requires that 
vendors provide their Chinese Identification Number, a 
unique identification for each Chinese resident, when 
opening new store at Taobao. If a seller is discovered 
cheating and is banished from Taobao, he will not be 
able to return. In addition, Taobao launched campaigns 
against sellers who deal in counterfeit products. In 
April 2011 Taobao closed 12,000 sellers’ stores found 
to provide faulty or counterfeit products. 

(3) Taobao now provides advance reimbursement 
to consumers, before final dispute resolution.  If the 
products are found to be counterfeit, regardless of 
when this is discovered, Taobao will reimburse buyers 
immediately, out of the deposit vendors paid upon 
joining the Consumer Protection Project.   

(4) Taobao introduced a seller rating system.  The 
major American C2C platform, eBay, initially took no 
direct role in its rating system, which had many prob-
lems and limitations [16, 34]. The most significant was 
“rating rings” to scam the rating system entirely:  
Vendor A sells to B, who sells to C, who sells back to 
A and the three constantly provide each other with high 
ratings, increasing both the number of ratings each 
enjoys and their average numerical rating score. Learn-
ing from eBay’s problems, Taobao incorporated algo-
rithms to discover and prevent “ratings rings”, helping 
to make rating information more accurate and credible.  

(5) Taobao screens vendors through historical 
transaction records. It encourages vendors with higher 
buyers’ ratings and lower complaint rates to become 
“premium vendors”. Taobao also helps these vendors 
by directing traffic to them. Only premium vendors are 
allowed to sell products in categories that have higher 
counterfeit rate, like cosmetics, and produce higher 
price premiums and higher seller margins.  

(6) Taobao encouraged vendors to store their 
goods in Taobao’s central warehouses, to lower ship-
ping costs.  This also enables Taobao to inspect these 
vendors’ merchandise. In addition, Taobao now em-
ploys third party inspectors to act as mysterious buyers, 
who randomly purchase items. 

(7) Alibaba introduced Alipay, a 3rd party escrow 
company, to provide secure payment services. This 
service boosts consumer confidence in online transac-
tions through safeguarding their payment process.  

(8) Additionally, Taobao has been working on 
creating new private label Taobao brands. To provide a 
specifically designed transaction platform for these 
products, Taobao launched the “no-brand quality-
products” platform. These private label brands bypass 
the problem of seller behavior by allowing Taobao to 
act as retailer rather than just as a platform. 

7. YiHaoDian (The Store): Invest 
And Inspect to Acquire 
 Reputational Capital: 
When launched in July of 2008, YiHaoDian 

(Number 1 Store, or simply The Store) began with no 
online presence, and had no reputation to use to en-
hance consumer trust.  Unlike 360buy, which had the 
reputation of its prior physical operations, or Taobao, 
which had the reputation of Alibaba, YiHaoDian was 
totally unknown.  Its slogan “Integrity, Customers, 
Execution, Innovation”, was intended to reflect its 
commitment to providing quality products, but a slogan 
alone does not create consumer trust. Large and public-
ly visible initial investments to create reputational 
capital, supported by highly visible and well-publicized 
quality control measures to protect and preserve reputa-
tional capital were the two mechanisms for creating 
consumers’ trust in YiHaoDian.  It rapidly became the 
fastest growing online supermarket in China and the 5th 
largest B2C retailer. 

YiHaoDian took the following actions to create 
reputational capital, in order to ensure that its promises 
to consumers would be believed: 

• Founders’ Reputation: Dr. YU Gang (Chairman) 
and his co-founder Mr. Jun Ling Liu (CEO) both 
left senior executive positions at Dell to start Yi-
HaoDian  The high personal opportunity costs 
involved in creating this venture demonstrated 
their determination to make their online business 
work.  

• Large Initial Investments: YiHaoDian made large 
investments in warehouses, and simultaneously 
started its operations in several product categories. 
Their size and visibility of these initial investments 
sent the signal that they were investing for the long 
term..  

• Media coverage: YiHaoDian media coverage en-
sured brand recognition and publicized the firm 
and the founders' commitment. 

These actions taken together allowed YiHaoDian to 
“purchase” its initial reputational capital. 

Once YiHaoDian had reputational capital, this 
provided credibility for the firm’s promises to its cus-
tomers.  These promises were all designed to increase 
consumer confidence: (1) Promise of easy return and 
liberal replacement policy;  (2) Promise of timely 
solution to customer complaints; and (3) Promise of the 
strictest possible measures of quality control, backed 
up with testing, strong sanctions against suppliers when 
necessary, and full protection of consumers. 

Quality assurance is important enough to be 
treated at length in the following section. 

7.1. Strict Quality Control:  
When it was first established as an online B2C 

grocery store, YiHaoDian focused on branded products 
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with large market share and with strong reputations; 
still, in China, YiHaoDian had two concerns.  The first 
was ensuring that their merchants actually sold them 
genuine, fresh, high quality products and not stale, 
expired, or counterfeit substitutes.  The second was 
ensuring that customers knew that their products were 
genuine, fresh, and high quality.  The YiHaoDian 
senior team immediately understood that customers’ 
confidence in their products would be essential to the 
success of their business. YiHaoDian does its own 
inspections or outsources inspections to trusted third 
parties and uses strict measures to ensure compliance: 
if any shipment contains counterfeit or defective items 
the entire shipment is returned, and if counterfeits were 
detected the vendor is fined an amount equal to ten 
times the amount of the vendors’ invoice. Inspection is 
possible because YiHaoDian, unlike Taobao, takes 
delivery of products before they are shipped.  

Some suppliers were initially reluctant to agree to 
these strict terms. The best suppliers stayed because 
they were confident in their own quality and because 
they saw YiHaoDian potential to become the largest 
online supermarket in China.  YiHaoDian continues to 
enforce quality standards, and will tolerate no lapses 
either from suppliers or from its own team.  

YiHaoDian’s reputation for quality has allowed it 
to expand into private label offerings, much like 
360buy and Taobao, allowing them to capture higher 
margins. Dr. Yu proudly recounted their successful 
experience in selling Yangcheng Lake crabs. Because 
of their quality and their scarcity, the price can be as 
high as 218 RMB ($34) for a single crab. The market 
was flooded by fake crabs, farmed from other areas and 
masquerading as authentic Yangcheng Lake crab [54]. 
YiHaoDian signed a contract with the Yangcheng Lake 
local government and rented 78 acres of the lake for 
crab farming. Both crab farmers and the local govern-
ment signed contracts with YiHaoDian, specifying that 
they will be fined 1000 times the value of the invoice if 
they should be found to provide fake crabs to YiHao-
Dian. Such seemingly extreme measures guaranteed 
“crab authenticity”, and YiHaoDian was able to reap 
high profits margins from these crabs of known quality.  

Quality logistics is also crucial to maintaining 
high quality online operations [7, 8], since poor logis-
tics can destroy even the highest quality products. As a 
distinguished scholar in Operations Management, Dr. 
Yu helped YiHaoDian build an efficient delivery sys-
tem. At present, The Store completes 60% to 70% of 
its logistics in house, and is working towards the com-
pletion of a national distribution network. 

7.2. Current Assessment 
YiHaoDian has 9 million customers, and they be-

lieve that virtually all of their customers are now confi-
dent about product authenticity and quality when shop-
ping at YiHaoDian. Their strong reputation enabled 
rapid growth. During the past 3 years, sales grew from 

5 million RMB in 2008 to 805 million RMB in 2010, 
and are expected to reach 3 billion RMB annually by 
the end of 2011. Monthly growth rate is about 28% and 
is still accelerating. Keeping up such rate of growth, 
YiHaoDian expects to rank No.1 in FMCG (Fast Mov-
ing Consumer Goods) industry and No.4 among all 
Chinese B2C websites by the end of 2011.  

The annuity value of YiHaoDian’s operations 
over time is more valuable than any short-term oppor-
tunities to harvest it.  Our experience with YiHaoDian 
is consistent with all four of our hypotheses. 

8. Conclusions and Discussion 
of Future Research 

8.1. Summary 
 We used these cases to develop four hypotheses 
for the development of ecommerce in China. (1) Offer-
ing consumers promises is valuable only if these prom-
ises are credible.  (2) Sellers’ promises will be credible 
if they are backed up either by a reputation that is too 
valuable to lose or by a third party that is itself trusted 
to enforce the sellers’ promises.  (3) Reputation must 
be protected and nurtured in an online environment.  (4) 
And as firms’ reputations grow they will extend into 
private label offerings based on their own reputation 
rather than the reputations of their suppliers, allowing 
them to capture more of the total profits from a product. 
This last point is consistent with our hypotheses, and 
with American experience. 

Our interviews support all four of these hypotheses.   
The three firms we studied all followed different paths 
to gaining and growing consumer trust and different 
paths to gaining and growing their reputational capital, 
but they all succeeded in part because of their reputa-
tional capital.  

8.2. Limitations 
These hypotheses are supported by well-developed 
theories for information asymmetry and market col-
lapse and for signaling, screening, and reputational 
capital as mechanisms for addressing information 
asymmetry.  They are also supported by the same 
interview-based data that we used to formulate the 
hypotheses.  We have limited data to provide explicit 
support for our hypotheses, or to demonstrate that the 
Chinese ecommerce marketplace values promises, 
reputational capital, or third party guarantees different-
ly from other markets.  The hypotheses are best viewed 
as a plausible theory of the development of ecommerce 
in China, rather than as established conclusions. 

8.3. Future Research 
We have designed experiments and have arranged to 
run them simultaneously in Philadelphia, Beijing, 
Singapore, and Munich.  Running the experiments in 
China will allow us to test our four hypotheses for the 
Chinese market.  Running the same experiments in 
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other markets will help us explore the extent to which 
Chinese consumers behave differently from consumers 
in other markets. 

Participants will be asked to assess their willing-
ness to pay for products from a set of merchants, under 
two different treatments.  The products will be products 
that we can assume subjects will find interesting, such 
as a piece of sporting equipment, a pair of casual shoes, 
a concert ticket, etc.  Sellers will be completely de-
scribed in terms of their reputation and the experience 
that the subject can assume to have had with each 
website, but no specific websites will be shown since 
we cannot adequately control users experience with or 
attitudes towards, actual sites. 

Subjects will be shown a photograph of the prod-
uct and given two reference prices, the manufacturers’ 
suggested retail price and an average online selling 
price from a highly respected (but unnamed) seller.  
Subjects will be asked to provide their prices for the 
product, from the set of sellers, under two of three 
treatments: 
(A) Subjects will be asked the amount that they would 

be willing to pay for the product from the each of 
the described sellers. 

(B) Subjects will be asked the amount that they would 
be willing to pay for the product from the each of 
the described sellers, in the presence of explicit 
promises from the seller that the product is new 
and genuine, and can be returned for a full refund 
if the buyer is not satisfied. 

(C) Subjects will be asked the amount that they would 
be willing to pay for the product from each of the 
described sellers, in the presence of explicit prom-
ises from the seller that the product is new and ge-
nuine, and can be returned for a full refund if the 
buyer is not satisfied.  In addition, sellers will be 
stated to be bonded, so that funds for refund are 
available, and refunds are administered by a 
trusted third party, not by the seller. 
Subjects will be shown a page for one product, for 

all six sellers, with Treatments A and B, or Treatments 
A and C, or Treatments B and C.  Subjects will be 
asked to provide prices for each pair of seller and 
treatment.  No subject will receive all three treatments 
so that subjects will not be tempted to impose linearity 
or intermediate pricing on treatments that represent 
intermediate conditions.  

The experiment provides a natural extension to 
work that has been done previously.  One body of 
experiments examines factors that contribute to trust 
when shopping online, without trying to quantify the 
factors or their interaction.  Another body of related 
experimental work tries to assess the factors that make 
promises credible, by stepping through claims (e.g., 
“We promise that the camera is new, genuine, and has 
a US warranty.”), data (e.g., “Our promises are credible 
because we are bonded.”), and backing (e.g., “Our 
bond was issued by the Prudential Insurance Company; 

the existence of our bond can be verified online at 
buySAFE.”) [43].  Kim and Benbasat demonstrated 
that different structures of trust assuring arguments 
engender different levels of consumer trust.  An earlier 
study by Kim and Benbasat analyzed numerous online 
merchants and determined that popular stores and 
stores selling more expensive products use more assur-
ances than less-popular stores and stores that sell less 
expensive products. 

Few empirical studies involving trust and ecom-
merce have been conducted in rapidly developing 
economies with low-trust environments across a varie-
ty of products and vendors.  Low-trust in ecommerce in 
China due to lack of institutional and transactional trust 
has scarcely been studied in comparison to other 
ecommerce markets.  The study proposed here will 
illuminate some of the guiding forces in these markets 
and demonstrate the impact of these forces on consum-
ers and business strategy.  It will be among the first to 
attempt to quantify differences in consumer trust, and 
the financial implications of those differences, across 
product types and across markets.  Initial pretests are 
under way. 
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